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The sand pit Batzler Trucking operates is seen on Friday in Ashford. Residents are trying to 
stop the development of another site less than one mile away. 
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Residents of one local town have filed a lawsuit to prevent a company from developing a sand pit 
near their homes. 
Citizens from the town of Ashford and Auburn, as a part of their nonprofit called Stop the Ongoing 
Mine Permit, along with Frank Stoffel filed a brief in support against the town of Ashford Board of 
Appeals and Batzler Trucking Inc., asking a judge to rescind a special exception permit the 
company was granted to mine for sand near their homes. 
“We are suing the town because they are not following an ordinance they had created themselves,” 
said Deb Bates, a town of Ashford resident. 
The ordinance Bates referred to lists six conditions that must be met before the Board of Appeals 
can grant a special exception. The lawsuit claims the project violates two of those requirements — 
therefore the development cannot proceed. 
“The establishment, maintenance or operation of the special exception use or structure will not be 
detrimental or injurious to the use and enjoyment of adjacent properties or properties in the 
immediate vicinity,” the ordinance states. 
Adjacent to the planned development site are homes and the owners believe the pit will place a 
burden on their lives if it is constructed. First, it is aesthetically unpleasing to view, residents said, 
and part of the reason they moved to the country is the access to trails and natural sites that aren’t 
available in urban areas. 
“See this map? What do you see when I zoom in a little closer? It is the sand pit nearby,” resident 
Ed Kubicek said. “Isn’t that a great view? This is what I am going to see when I go out to my deck.” 
He then smiled facetiously. 

Residents also believe the pit presents a health and livability issue. Wind presents a hazard when it 
picks up dust from the pit and carries it to their homes. They said it could get into their lungs and 
cause medical issues. There is also the noise that comes from the trucks that haul the material. 



“When they are hauling stuff and the pounding happens, it’s almost as if they are right next to the 
house,” Stoffel said. 
They believe their concerns are founded because Batzler operates another sand pit less than a mile 
from the proposed location, and residents have witnessed the effects. 
Resident Randy Karoses said when it’s windy, he can see clouds of dust and he presented 
photographs of the dust gathered at a resident’s home who lives near the current pit. The second 
condition to the exception is that the structure or use must be compatible with existing layout of the 
area. 
“The adjacent properties are residents,” Karoses said. “If they are going to mine for sand and haul it, 
then it is going to be industrial.” 
Joe Koch is chairman for the town of Ashford and is on the opposing side of the discussion. He 
wonders why there are concerns, given Batzler has a reclamation plan. He added that the material 
is needed by the population and said each town has anywhere from one to two pits that are 
developed. 
He refused to comment further on advice of counsel. 
 
Reach reporter Ralph Chapoco at rchapoco@conleynet.com. 
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